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 EXT. AARYA’S HOUSE. DRIVEWAY/ROADS. DAY2.A1 2.A1

Aarya runs out in panic. She sees something in front of her, 
horror on her face as she screams! Adi is frozen and has wet 
his pants. Tej has fallen at the back seat of the car. He has 
been shot. We stay with the horror on Aarya, as she runs down 
the path.

Tej is lying on the backseat of the car soaked in blood. 
Aarya looks at him bleeding and screams for Naveen and 
Poonam. 

AARYA
Naveen... Poonam... 

She makes a phone call for the ambulance.  

AARYA (CONT’D)
Haanji main.. Sukoon bungalow, 
7/24, Golf City Road, se bol rahi 
hoon. Ambulance bhejni hai.. Kitna 
time lagega ji.. Acha .. haan ji 
bullet lagi hai ji .. Bola na .. 
Bullet lagi hai ..maine bola na.. 
GOLI lagi hai ..ok ok .. Theek hai 
theek hai ..(To Naveen) Naveenji.. 
Ambulance ko aadha ghanta lagega 
(To Poonam) .. Poonam .. Adi ko 
andar lo .. Uske kapde badlo... 
munh-haath dhulwao (To Naveen) 
Naveenji ..car mein baithiye.. 
Pehle meri maddad karo...

She puts Tej’s body in the car with Naveen’s help. She sits 
in the car. Meanwhile: 

AARYA (CONT’D)
Maine bola na Poonam.. Andar lo 
isko... 

There is a Doodhwala bhaiya outside the gate watching what is 
happening at Aarya house. 

AARYA (CONT’D)
Chalo... Naveen ji Jaldi chalo... 

AARYA (CONT’D)
Tej hang in there. Hang in there. 

INSIDE THE CAR. ROADS.2.A2 2.A2

Now inside the car, she gets a call from Aru.
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ARU
Hello..Mamma, I can’t get thru to 
Dad...why is he not picking up... 
where are you all.. Lunch ke liye 
sab wait kar rahe hai...

AARYA 
Aru.. Nana ko phone do... Jaldi 
karo..... Papa listen, don’t 
panic...  but Tej has got shot. 

ZORAVAR’S HAVELI LAWNS DAY2.A3 2.A3

We cut to Zorawar’s reaction. Behind him Soundarya, 
Rajeshwari, Veer, Bob and Larry are seen on the beautiful 
outdoor lunch setup in the garden. 

ZORAWAR 
What...?

AARYA
Papa main Tej ko lekar GP Hospital 
jaa rahi hoon. Aap Menaria Uncle ko 
phone kar do... Tell him I am on my 
way... and he should have emergency 
guys on stand by. (Zorawar’s 
reaction) Papa... Bacchon ke 
saamne... just take it easy...  

ZORAWAR 
Woh... zinda toh hai?

AARYA
Zinda hai Papa... He is alive. He 
will be okay...

INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. DAY.2.1 2.1

Close up of Aarya. Moist eyes. Anxious face. She’s breathing 
slow and it’s a struggle to hold back her tears. 

The corridor has the staff, nurses, ward boys flitting 
across. Routine. On both sides of the corridor we have family 
members in twos and threes. 

Kids: Veer, Aru and Adi sit opposite Aarya on a bench. 

Aarya looks away into nothingness.

2.
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INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. DAY.2.2 2.2

We catch Soundarya walk down the corridor with coffee cups in 
a cup holder. She stops by where Bob and Larry are. Larry 
takes a cup and whispers a thank you. As Soundarya walks 
ahead he takes a sip and speaks to Bob. 

LARRY
Sangram’s under arrest? For what 
offence?

BOB
I don’t know. I...didn’t ask 
actually.

LARRY
You didn’t know much about the 
family. Did you?

BOB
I’v married the daughter. Not the 
family.

LARRY
That man inside... He did the same. 

Bob looks at his father almost pleading for him to stop.

INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. DAY.2.3 2.3

Soundarya hands Aarya a cup. Aarya shakes her head.

SOUNDARYA
Didi! Le le, please. Jeeju teri 
jageh abhi tak chhe cup pee gaye 
hote.

Aarya forces a smile and takes the cup. Her eyes red, tears 
that have dried have left a mark on her face. She looks at 
Adi. 

AARYA
Subeh se ek shabd nahin bola Adi 
ne. Usko ye sab nahin dekhna tha.

SOUNDARYA
Kids are stronger than we know 
Didi. He’ll be fine.

In the backdrop we see Daulat walk up to Zorawar and whisper 
something to him. Zorawar thinks for a bit. And then...

3.
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ZORAWAR
Theek hai. Uske pehle tu inn 
baraatiyon aur Samdhi ko nikaal 
yahaan se. Check in karaa sabka 
airport mein. 

DAULAT
Ji hukum.

Daulat leaves. Zorawar walks with him, and is now close to 
Aarya.

ZORAWAR
Police aa rahi hai. Poochh taachh 
karne.

AARYA
Abhi? Yahaan?

ZORAWAR
Maine koshish ki, kal tak tal 
jaaye... But... 

AARYA
Kya poochhenge?

ZORAWAR
Vohi sab... Kisne kiya, kyon kiya? 
Tujhe shaq ho kisi pe toh bol dena. 

Zorawar steps away, clearly trying to grapple with the twin 
troubles. He sits next to Adi holding him. 

Silence in the corridor for two seconds and suddenly we hear 
the sound of clacking. 

Aarya and Soundarya look in the direction of the sound and 
see Hina and Maya walking towards them with a sense of 
urgency. Aarya is angry. 

Aarya starts to move away as Hina and Maya catch up with her 
and Soundarya. Hina hugs Aarya...

HINA
Kaisa hai Tej?

AARYA
Doctors are doing what they can.

Aarya doesn’t look pleased with Maya’s arrival. And as Maya 
tries to comfort Aarya reacts...

4.
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AARYA (CONT’D)
(To Soundarya)

Isko bol yahaan se jaaye. 

Soundarya looks at Aarya surprised. Hina tries to reach out 
to Aarya.  

HINA
Aarya... She is only trying to...

Maya lets out a sob. A helpless cry. 

MAYA
Aarya please... Maine kya kiya hai?

AARYA
Stop! Itni bholi mat bano. Just get 
out!

Zorawar and kids are looking. Everyone is looking at the 
friends, but no one intervenes. Maya sees these eyes on her.

MAYA
What...?? Tujhe lagtaa hai... 
Yeh... Jawahar ne... NO! NO!! 
Jawahar dost hai Tej ka!

AARYA
Toh aaya kyon nahin tere saath? 
Just... Just... Get the hell out of 
here. JUST GO!! 

HINA
Maya... Come... Hum baad mein aate 
hain. 

Hina holds Maya and tries to walk her away from Maya, 
gesturing at Aarya that she will call her later. Aarya turns 
back, and then turns towards her friends again, calling out. 

AARYA
Jawahar se bolna... Kuchh nahin 
hoga Tej ko. He will survive. 

Aarya turns her back and walks away alone.

Maya is in tears as she walks back looking at Aarya, away 
into the corridor with Hina. She clings on to Hina for 
comfort.

Aarya is standing by the window. Alone. Close up of Aarya. 
She looks down and notices something which makes her look 
even sadder. From Aarya’s POV we see Hina trying to comfort 
Maya who looks genuinely hurt and devastated. 

5.
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Aarya is crying too. These are her closest friends, but no 
more. A few local cops are seen coming in for a statement. 

INT. JAWAHAR’S HOUSE. GYM. LIVING ROOM. KITCHEN. DAY 2.4 2.4

Jawahar stands in front of a wall mounted Mandir in the Pooja 
room of his house. He looks nervous and edgy as we catch him 
midway during the paath of Hanumaan Chalisa... 

JAWAHAR
Durgam Kaaj Jagat Ke jete , Sugam 
Anugrah Tumhre Tete// Raam Du-aare 
Tum Rakhwaare// Hot Na Aagya, Binu 
Paisaare// Sab Sukh Lahein, 
Tumhaari Sarnaa// Tum Rakshak, 
Kaahu Ko Darnaa// Aapan Tej 
Samhaaro Aape// Teeno Lok Haank Tai 
Kaanpe// Bhoot Pishaach Nikat Nahin 
aave// Mahabeer Jab Naam Sunaave... 

At this precise moment. The door bell rings. Jawahar stops 
his paath and looks worried. The door bell rings again. He 
leaves his paath.

Not able to take the anxiety, he quickly pulls out his 
powder, snorts from a tiny glass slab and rubs his nose. 

The doorbell rings again. Jawahar keeps the glass slab on the 
side cabinet in the living room and walks towards the door. 

And then stops. He walks back to the drawer, pulls out his 
gun, and then peeps through the eyehole cautiously. 

From the eyehole, we see a delivery boy waiting with a 
packet. 

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
Kaun...?

THE GUY
Courier hai saab.

Reassured, Jawahar tucks the gun in his pocket and opens the 
door.

Even before the delivery boy can respond, a bulky man walks 
in between and grabs Jawahar and bangs the door a couple of 
times leaving Jawahar totally disoriented. 

A dazed Jawahar loses balance. His gun falls. A goon picks it 
up. Sampat sneezes on him. He has a cold.

6.
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SAMPAT
Tujhe kya lagaa? Do logon ko uda 
dega aur Shekhawat sa ko pataa bhi 
nahin chalega ki chori kisne ki?

JAWAHAR
Maine nahin ki. Kasam Balaji ki... 
Maine na ki.

SAMPAT
Pitega. Bohot pitega bhai.

Sampat then sneezes right on Jawahar’s face, leaving saliva 
droplets all over Jawahar’s face. Jawahar wipes his face 
disgusted.

SAMPAT (CONT’D)
Kahan chhupaya bol de.

JAWAHAR
Bola toh... Mujhe nahin pata bhai.

Sampat pulls out a tissue from the tissue box kept on the 
cabinet. He notices white dust on glass slab where Jawahar 
had cut his lines. He runs his finger on it, licks it.

SAMPAT
Subeh subeh pudiya khul jaati hai 
teri. Hai ki nahin? Aur Billi ban 
jaati hai sher. Bhai... Ab tak 
proper ghoonsbaaji shuru nahin ki 
hai maine... Pyaar se poochh rahaa 
hoon... Bak de..

JAWAHAR
Sampat, tujhe kya lagtaa hai...? 
Jhooth bol rahaa hoon? Shekhawat se 
ulajhane ki aukaat hai meri?

Sampat picks up a golden laughing Buddha. He looks at his 
cronies and says: 

SAMPAT
(to his goon)

Bhai... 24 karat ki hai. (to 
Jawahar) Sona sabse naajuk dhaatu 
maani jaaye... par chot karaari 
kare.

JAWAHAR
Bhai woh rehne de. Teri bhabhi ke 
maayke...

7.
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THUD!!! He hits Jawahar on his face. As Jawahar tries to find 
his balance, Sampat holds him. 

SAMPAT
Maal kahan hai?

Sampat sneezes. Once. Twice.

SAMPAT (CONT’D)
Powder waali chhenk nahin hai. 
“E”llergy ho rakhi hai... Mood 
kharaab hai... Jaada chhon chaan na 
kar... Bataa de...

JAWAHAR
Yaar phir wahi baat.

Sampat pushes him. Jawahar bangs against the wooden cabinet, 
creating loud noise. As a result we hear a kid cry in the 
room inside. Everybody reacts.

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
Abey tod fod toh mat kar... Utha 
diya na baby ko...

The door opens and a maid appears at the door with a crying 
kid in her arm. Jawahar straightens himself up immediately 
and gestures at the maid asking her to go back in. A startled 
maid looks at Sampat hugging Jawahar, but goes back 
immediately. 

As they stay hugged, Jawahar and Sampat talk.

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
Bhai viral ho rakha bachche ko. 
Badi mushkil se sulaaya tha.

SAMPAT
Sorry bhai. Sorry. Pehle bata
deta. Nahin machaate shor. (To his 
man) Bhai saamaan theek kar...  Na 
todte teri Almari. (To his man) 
Bhai khadi kar de waapas. (To 
Jawahar) Tu... Baith idhar.

He pushes Jawahar on the sofa and tells one of his cronies.

SAMPAT (CONT’D)
Ab hamaari maar mein ratti bhar bhi 
aawaz na hogi. (To his crony) 
Silencer waale punch lagaa.

8.
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One guy places a cushion on Jawahar’s face (OR he makes run 
on the treadmill in his house) And Sampat hits him over the 
cushion. Sneezing in between. After three four hard knocks 
they remove the cushion. Jawahar looks at them dazed. 

JAWAHAR
Main... main... bataa raha... Bas 
kehna mat kisi se ki maine kahi...

INT. HOSPITAL. DAY.2.5 2.5

**OMITTED**

INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. DAY.2.6 2.6

We see a nurse walk out of the OT. She hands over a packet to 
a junior nurse. 

NURSE
Retrieved bullets hain andar.  
Forensics ko bhejni hain. Aaj hee. 
The personal effects of the patient 
go into the locker. And doctor need 
an hourly report. Yaad rahega na?

Zorawar hearing this walks down the corridor and stops near 
the bench Adi is sitting. On another side the cops are taking 
a statement of Soundarya/Veer/Aru.

He kneels in front of Adi. Ruffles his hair. Aarya and 
Soundarya visible in the backdrop.

ZORAWAR
Sab dekha na, bete?

Adi nods. Zorawar throws a glance at Veer and Aru too. Then 
he addresses Adi.

ZORAWAR (CONT’D)
Koi agar poochhe tumse... Police ya 
koi bhi... Toh jo dekha bataa 
dena... Darnaa mat.

He gently pats Adi’s cheek, gets up and sits next to him. He 
puts his arm around Adi comforting him.

ZORAWAR (CONT’D)
Iske alaawa aur kuchh poochein... 
Toh bolna... Mujhe nahin pataa. 
What will you say?

9.
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ADI
I don’t know.

Zorawar gives Adi a smile and gently side-hugs him.

The camera now pans slowly and catches Aarya and Soundarya. 
They are talking softly. 

SOUNDARYA
Of all the people... Jawahar 
Bhaiya...?

AARYA
I don’t know. 

SOUNDARYA
Shaayad... Jiju ko pataa ho?

AARYA
I hope so. Lekin... Voh toh tabhi 
pataa chalega... Jab Tej... 

They are distracted as they react to an off camera voice.

SURGEON
(Off Camera)

Mrs. Sareen...?

Aarya gets up instantly. Dreading the worst. Hoping the best.

SURGEON (CONT’D)
Ek lung nikaalana padaa. It was 
badly damaged. Good news is... He 
can live on one lung.

The kids have gathered around them by now.

AARYA
Iska matlab...?

Zorawar too has joined them. 

SURGEON
You can relax and smile. Your 
husband is fine. 

Aarya can’t control her tears. Her lips move in a Thank You 
but she chokes. Soundarya hugs her. So do the kids. Then 
Zorawar holds his brood in a big bear hug from behind.

EXT. ROAD BY THE OPIUM FIELDS. DAY2.7 2.7

**OMITTED**

10.
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EXT. HIDE OUT. DAY.2.8 2.8

A car drives up and stops. Jawahar is pushed out of the car 
and Sampat appears holding him. They are standing exactly at 
the same place where Tej, Sangram and Jawahar where standing 
48 hours ago. 

As Jawahar fumbles with the key to open the lock, Sampat 
sneezes hard. Once. Twice. A third time.

SAMPAT
(to no one in particular)

Chhutti maangi thi Shekhawat sa se. 
Phat pade bhai mere pe. Bole... 
Chheenk maarne ki chhutti chaahiye 
tujhe? Ja... Kaam kar...

Meanwhile, Jawahar has opened the door and the goons have 
walked in following him. Jawahar rushes to the room where 
they had kept the stash. He looks around, worried. The stash 
is not there.  

Sampat sneezes again. As he wipes his face, he is interrupted 
by one of his men shouting. 

MAN
Arrey... Chootiya banaa ra ye
humein... Khali padaa hai Kamraa...

Sampat hurriedly enters the room and his head bangs against 
the low door frame (or he stumbles). Jawahar fakes concern.

JAWAHAR
Arrey lagi toh nahin... Sampat 
bhai?

Sampat rubs his head as he surveys the room. It’s empty. He 
whacks Jawahar.

SAMPAT
Utni na lagi jitni tujhe lagegi... 
Chaaplusi band kar...

Sampat whacks him again. And pushes him out of the room.

JAWAHAR
Abey... Sangram ko pakdo... Tej ko 
pakdo... Bas mera hi khoon
choosoge?

SAMPAT
(as he holds Jawahar one 
more time)

Bete, Tej ke liye dua maang... 
(MORE)

11.
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ki koi dhang ka doctor mile 
ussey... Akele kitna jhelega tu... 

Sampat hits Jawahar one more time on his face and lets 
Jawahar crumble on the floor. 

SAMPAT (CONT’D)
Bohot time barbaad kar diya bhai 
toone hamaara. Ab... Tera VIP 
appointment Shekhawat sa se fix 
karvaa ke... Phir aaunga tujhe 
uthaane. Tab tak aish kar. Jaa.

As he walks out of the hideout, we hear him talk to his goons 
casually in the background. 

SAMPAT (CONT’D)
Dekh punch aisa hona chahiye ki 
jabda toote, aur daant ek na hile.

Jawahar sits there wondering where the maal went.

CUT TO:

INT. TEJ’S ICU. DAY.2.9 2.9

**OMITTED**

EXT. AARYA’S HOUSE. DRIVEWAY. DAY.2.10/10A 2.10/10A

Khan is looking at the CCTV Footage of Tej’s death on a 
computer with a pendrive, kept on the bonnet of a Police jeep 
parked at the driveaway of Aarya’s house. All we see is Tej 
coming out of his car to let Adi sit in the backseat, Tej 
getting hit and falling, and Aarya rushing out screaming. 

We reveal Khan watching this with a serious expression. His 
juniors stand by him along with some uniformed cops. Khan 
shakes his head in disappointment. Before leaving he shakes 
hand with one of the uniformed cops.

KHAN
Thank you.

THE COP
Arrey sir... Kuch pata chale toh 
humein bhi... 

KHAN
Of course. Ye bhi koi kehne ki baat 
hai.

SAMPAT (CONT'D)

12.
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EXT. AARYA’S HOUSE. DRIVEWAY. DAY.2.10B 2.10B

We catch Khan walking towards his car - A scorpio. Bhairon 
Singh and another constable in tow.

KHAN
Do hee baaton ki gunjaaish hai, Ya 
toh woh lucky nikla aur CCTV ki 
range mein aane se bach gayaa... Ya 
phir usko pataa tha ki kahaan ruk 
kar goli chalaani hai... He knew 
the blind spot.

BHAIRON SINGH
Aap ke hisaab se... Koi insider...?

Khan glares at him. What else was I saying?

INT. JAWAHAR’S HOUSE. EVENING.2.11 2.11

Maya in meditation room is chanting away her buddhist chant. 

Her son is on the floor playing with his toys. They both 
react as the door opens and Jawahar walks in lowering his 
face more than normal. The kid runs to Jawahar.

KID
Papa...

Jawahar sits down opening his arms, the kid jumps and ends up 
hitting his head on Jawahar’s face. Son and father both 
scream in pain. As the kid begins to bawl, Jawahar holds his 
face in his hands. The last thing he wanted is one more hit 
on his face squirming in pain. Maya comes out of the 
meditation room.

MAYA
Kavita... Kavita... 

Their maid appears from the kitchen.

MAYA (CONT’D)
Appu ko andar le ke jaao... Dekho 
chot toh nahin lagi... Sulaao isko.

Kavita picks the kid in her arms and takes him away. The 
couple is alone in the living room. Maya walks up to Jawahar 
and gently moves his hands from his face. Chipped lips and 
bandaged nose.

MAYA (CONT’D)
Ab kis se jhagdaa kar ke aa raha 
hai?

13.
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JAWAHAR
Main ghar se nikaloon toh jhagda 
karne jaa rahaa hoon. Ghar waapas 
aaun toh jhagda kar ke aa rahaa 
hoon! Hai na?

MAYA
Toh phir yeh kya hai?

JAWAHAR
Arrey? Zarde ki khaali pudiya kisi 
ne phenk di sadak pe. Mera pair 
padaa. Gir gayaa. Lag gayi chot. 
Aur kuchh?

Jawahar sprawls himself on the sofa.

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
Tu gayi thi na. Dekha Tej ko?

MAYA
Dekhne nahin diya.

JAWAHAR
Hosh aaya ki nahin?

Maya shakes her head.

MAYA
Subeh ghar pe chhorh ke gayi thi 
tujhe. Phir kahaan chalaa gaya? 

Jawahar has had enough of questioning through the day. He 
can’t take it anymore. He gets up from his sofa.

JAWAHAR
Apni maiyyat mein gayaa tha!!! 
Khush? Main ja rahaa hoon andar... 
Appu ke saath sone. 

MAYA
Arrey... Wine nahin piyega? It’ll 
help.

JAWAHAR
Na. Mere hisse ki bhi tu hee pee le 
aur shaant ho ja.

Jawahar walks away to the bedroom. Maya is alone. Heaves a 
sigh. Bottoms up the wine. Keeps the bottle in the fridge. 
She walks to the main door to check if it’s locked properly.  

As she reaches out to switch off the lights her gaze falls on 
the Golden Laughing Buddha. Something is odd. 

14.
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She picks the Laughing Buddha and notices red stains. She 
touches it and realizes that it’s dried blood.  

Jawahar appears at the bedroom door startling Maya. 

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
Appu ke Spiderman waale pajaame 
kahaan hai?

MAYA
Kavita se poochh lo.

JAWAHAR
Yeh keh rahi... us-se poochh lo. 
Voh keh rahi... is-se poochh lo. 
(Off Camera) Nahin mil rahaa. 
Abey kya karega Spiderman waale 
pajaame ka? Deewar se chipak ke 
soyega kya?

Close of Maya’s. Confused look on her face. In the background 
we see the lights go off.

INT. TEJ’S ICU ROOM. NIGHT.2.12 2.12

Aarya comes and stands close to Zorawar, almost welling up. 
We can see the reflection of Aarya and Zorawar on the glass 
facade of the ICU as they stand there watching the nurses and 
compounders shifting an unconscious Tej into the room.

Zorawar reaches his arm out to hold Aarya. Aarya gently rests 
her head on her father’s shoulder. Her eyes on her 
unconscious husband in the room.

From inside we see Aarya standing alone at the glass window. 
Hands folded at her chest. It’s been a long wait for her. Tej 
has still not gained consciousness. A man appears on her 
side. She turns to look. It’s ACP Khan. 

KHAN
Mrs. Sareen?

AARYA
Yes?

KHAN
ACP Khan. The surgery went well. 
Doctor Menaria ne bataaya. 

AARYA
But I’m still waiting.
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KHAN
So am I. Just a matter of time.

Silence.

KHAN (CONT’D)
Aap se baat karni hai. Manaa mat 
keejiyega.

AARYA
Main police ko statement de chuki 
hoon.

Bhairon Singh interrupts in between. 

BHAIRON SINGH
Sir maine victim ka phone, wallet 
wagairah le liya hai. Aur kuch 
chahiye kya?

Khan is irritated by this sudden interruption. 

KHAN 
Ji. Madam se baat karne ke liye 
thodi shaanti milegi? 

Bhairon Singh scoots off from there, lest Khan gets angrier. 
Khan turns towards Aarya. 

KHAN (CONT’D)
Arrey maine apna poora introduction 
toh aapko diya hi nahin - ACP Khan. 
Narcotics Enforcement Bureau.

AARYA
Can this be quick?

KHAN
Aap pe depend kartaa hai. Shall 
we...?

They walk off down the corridor and turn a corner after few 
paces. 

INT. VISITOR’S LOUNGE. NIGHT.2.13 2.13

There is a wall mounted TV which is on. There are two guys 
who are glued to some stupid nonsensical show which has them 
in splits.

KHAN
Attempt to... (To Bhairon Singh) 
Yeh TV band kar.
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Bhairon Singh walks to the TV and starts looking for the 
switch.

KHAN (CONT’D)
Attempt to murder ka case hai. 
Aapko shaq... Kisi pe?

AARYA
(firmly)

Nahin. 

BHAIRON SINGH
Sir... Switch nahin mil rahaa hai.

Irritated, Khan gets up, goes to the TV and yanks the cable 
out. The TV goes blank. Khan walks back to Aarya admonishing 
Bhairon Singh...

KHAN
TV band karne ko kahaa tha. Switch 
dhoondne ko nahin.

Khan comes back and sits next to Aarya apologizing...

KHAN (CONT’D)
Sorry Madam. (Pause) Aapko Maalum 
toh hoga aapke husband kya karte 
the?

AARYA
Hain. Karte hain.

KHAN
Jee. Right. Sorry. 

Khan is caught unawares by Aarya’s calm presence.

AARYA
He is the CEO of our Aaryasattva 
Pharma.

KHAN
Ji. Voh toh dikhaane ke daant
hain... Drug ka business karte thhe 
aapke husband. Goliyon mein Afeem 
ki matra badhake illegally 
transport karte the. Desh mein aur 
videsh mein bhi.

AARYA
Kisne kahaa aapse?
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KHAN
Unhone khud bataaya. Deal Hui thi
meri Tej ji ke saath. Ki main unhe
protection doonga... Yahaan se unko
poori family ke saath gaayab karne 
mein madad karoonga... badle mein 
woh mujhe ek USB stick dene waale 
the... Pichle 25 saalon mein jitni 
bhi drug related dealings aapke 
father, Tej aur aur unke partner ne 
ki hain... Uska poora record. 
Aaryaji, I need the pen drive. 

AARYA
Tej apnon ko dhokha dene waalon
mein se nahin hai.

KHAN
Iss dhande mein koi apna nahin hota 
Ma’am. Pressure mein aa gaye honge 
aapke husband. Aapne bhi toh dhamki 
de rakhi thi... Divorce ki. 

In a cutaway, we see Aru looking in their direction, her 
headphones off, trying to eavesdrop. She has a poetry book in 
her hands. Aarya catches her gaze and gathers herself back 
again. She can’t let Khan see her true emotions - even her 
surprise.

AARYA
Aapko jo chaahiye, mere paas nahin 
hai. And I don’t know where it is.

KHAN
Ghar pe hogi. Aur kahaan hogi?

AARYA
Can I leave now?

KHAN
Sure. In fact, hum donon ko aapke 
ghar chalna chahiye. Search warrant 
hai mere paas. Sign kariye yehaan 
please... By the way, Aaryasattva 
Pharmaceuticals company ke office 
pe humne raid bhi kiya hai.

Khan pulls out a paper and pen, and offers it to Aarya. Aarya 
raises her eyebrows and looks at Khan signing it.

AARYA
Aap jaiye, I will follow in my car.
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KHAN
Aapko kisine bataya nahin. But 
aapki gaadi humein hamari custody 
main leni padegi. Forensics. Meri 
gaadi main aapko koi dikkat nahin 
hogi.  

Khan walks away. Aarya walks up near Aru and picks her purse. 
Aru closes the poetry book she was reading and asks... 

ARU
Where are you going Mamma?

AARYA
Ghar. Police ke saath jaana padega. 

ARU
Lekin... Papa ko kabhi bhi hosh aa 
sakta hai. 

AARYA
Isliye toh... You be around Papa, 
okay? And call me as soon as he 
wakes up. Adi ko akele mat chhorna. 

As Aarya leaves, Aru holds her hand. Aarya looks at her 
daughter affectionately. 

AARYA (CONT’D)
Baby I need to do this for Papa. 

Aru looks on. Aarya walks out followed by Khan and Bhairon 
Singh. Zorawar walks out of the restroom and sees them walk 
away, not sure what has happened there. 

INT. JAWAHAR’S HOUSE. NIGHT.2.14 2.14

Maya walks into the dressing room and notices Jawahar looking 
for something in the closet. In the background, we see a huge 
semi-nude self-portrait of Maya hanging on the wall. Appu is 
sleeping on the bed.

Maya pulls a drawer, rummages through it for two seconds, 
digs out Appu’s Spiderman Pajamas and hands it to Jawahar... 

MAYA
Tu bas dhoondta hee rahega... Tujhe 
kabhi milega nahin. Pakad. 

Jawahar looks at the hanging legs of those Spiderman Pajamas.
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JAWAHAR
Arrey iss baar main apne pajaame 
dhoodh rahaa hoon. 

Maya walks up to him and gets really close to him inside the 
closet. She hugs him from behind and begins to kiss him.

MAYA
Badi jaldi hai pajama pehnane ki. 
Hmm? Brad pitt tauliye mein zyaada 
sexy lagataa hai.

JAWAHAR
Kya ho gayaa tujhe? Achaanak horny 
ho Kavita hai! Hain?

MAYA
Shhhh!

JAWAHAR
Poori botal gatak gayi kya?

MAYA
Toone hee kahaa tha... Tere hisse 
ki bhi pee loon.

Jawahar resists.

JAWAHAR
Arrey... Appu uthh jaayega.  

Maya continues to kiss him.

MAYA
Phir so bhi jaayega thodi der mein. 

JAWAHAR
Na soya toh?

MAYA
Mujh pe chhorh de. Tu bas... Doggy 
banane ki soch.

JAWAHAR
Sharam naam ki koi cheez hai bhi 
tujh mein? Ya... Voh bhi wine mein 
ghol ke pi gayi?

Maya chuckles as she breathes hard and ends up kissing on his 
wounds. 

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
(as he winces in pain)

Aaahhh! Dheere... 
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Maya doesn’t stop. 

MAYA
Toone kiya na...? 

JAWAHAR
Kya...? 

MAYA
(as she now strokes his 
shoulders)

Tej ko... Toone hee? 

Jawahar pushes Maya away so hard that Maya almost hits the 
closet door loudly. The kid begins to wail again. 

JAWAHAR
Nahin... Nahin... Paagal ho gayi 
hai? Maine nahin maari Tej ko goli. 
Kaun bhar rahaa hai yeh kooda tere 
dimaag mein? Hain??

MAYA
Toh phir gayaa kyon nahin abhi 
tak... Tej ko dekhne?

JAWAHAR
Sangram jail mein baitha hai. Tej 
aspataal mein. Dhandha kaun 
dekhega? Samajha de yeh baat apni 
best friend ko.

MAYA
Meri baat sun...

JAWAHAR
Paas na aana. Ab samajh aaya... Yeh 
chumma chaati ka naatak kyon kiya 
toone. 

Jawahar stomps out of the room. Maya holds her head, 
confused. Worried. In the background, we hear Jawahar put his 
kid to sleep. 

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
(Off Camera)

Kahaani sunega. Kaun si sunaaun? 
Alibaba aur Chaalis Chor ki sunega?
Ya behrupiya chudail ki sunaaun?

CUT TO:
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INT. HOSPITAL. NIGHT.  2.15 2.15

**OMITTED**

INT. HOSPITAL LIFT. NIGHT2.15A 2.15A

**OMITTED**

INT. HOSPITAL CAFETERIA. NIGHT2.15B 2.15B

**OMITTED**

INT. HOSPITAL GIFT SHOP. NIGHT2.15C 2.15C

Aru buying some sandwiches for everyone. Adi wanders around 
and gets into a gift shop. Walking along the rack of toys on 
display, he stops. He is looking at the figurines. He stands 
there for two seconds and stares at a black figurine with a 
mask on.

EXT. AARYASATTVA PHARMA COMPANY. NIGHT2.16 2.16

*OMITTED*

INT. HOSPITAL WAITING AREA. NIGHT2.17 2.17

**OMITTED**

INT. HOSPITAL WAITING AREA. NIGHT2.18 2.18

Zoravar sits staring at Tej inside the room, unconscious, 
recovering, all paraphenelia around him. A nurse sits there 
inside with Veer.

DAULAT
Hukum... Haveli chhorh doon aapko? 
Thakaan mita lo thodi. 

ZORAWAR
Vahaan toh thakaan aur badh jaane 
ka khatra hai Daulat. Ulti baat kar 
di toone bhi.

Daulat smiles. 

DAULAT
Aap bhi hukum... Dawaa bhi naa 
nahin khaayi aaj aapne.
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ZORAWAR
Bachhe akele hain.

DAULAT
(looks in the direction of 
the kids/Veer)

Sabko apni apni ladaayi khud hi 
ladni padti hai hukum. 

Zorawar gives Daulat a meaningful look and gets up shaking. 
Daulat holds him. Looks like Zorawar has aged by ten years in 
these 12 hours. We see the two men walk in the corridor. 

CUT TO: 

INT/EXT. DRIVEWAY/LIVING ROOM/TEJ’S STUDY/AARYA’S ROOM. 2.19/19A 2.19/19A
NIGHT.

Khan drives in with Aarya. There are police vans all over. 
The main gate has a barricade too. There are 2 Media Vans, 6 
journalists standing outside Aarya’s house. 

JOURNALIST 
Aur ye hain Mrs. Aarya Sareen jinke 
pati par aaj din dahaade goli 
chali... Police inke ghar ki chaan-
been kyun kar rahi hai, ye jaan.ne 
Ke liye... 

Aarya gets out of Khan’s car, gives him a dirty look to 
swiftly walks inside, evading the media. The house looks like 
a terrible mess with vehicles & cops all over. Khan follows. 

AARYA
Mere bagair ghar ki talaashi nahin 
hogi. That’s what you said, right?

KHAN
Ji Madam. Hospital se nikalne ke 
baad hi maine apne staff ko kahaan 
kaam shuru karne ko. Aapko waapas 
bhi toh jaana hai. Jaldi.

Aarya looks disgusted. She is about to move in when Khan 
stops her...

KHAN (CONT’D)
Ma’am, aapko andar aane ki zarurat 
nahin hai. Bas locker ka code bata 
deejiye... 
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AARYA
(caustically)

...taaki tum mere gehne chura sako? 
No thank you. 

Before Aarya can walk inside the house she spots Poonam 
seated by the door on a stool.

POONAM
Bhaiyya kaise hain?

AARYA
Theek hain. Baahar kyon baithi ho?

POONAM
Manna kiya hai Didi. Andar jaane 
se. Voh peechhe... Mere kamare ki 
bhi talaashi chaalu hai. 

Aarya looks angry as she steps in. The interiors are worse 
than exteriors. Sofas turned upside down with shreds of foam 
all over, drawers emptied, showpieces removed, flower vases 
emptied. She is aghast. Khan explains...

KHAN
Talaashi mein thoda bohot wear and 
tear toh hota hai. (To his 
subordinate) Zaraa... Weapons pe 
bhi nazar rakhna. Koi bhi weapon 
mile, check specially with records. 
Sab data copy ho gaya?

Aarya hears Khan’s remark and tenses up. She knows there is a 
gun in the house. That too unlicensed one. 

F.B - AARYA’S ROOM

After the fight with Tej, she keeps the gun with her above 
her cupboard in her room.

PRESENT

But Aarya maintains her composure. She looks at the turmoil 
with an expressionless face. 

KHAN (CONT’D)
USB stick milte hi chale jayenge.  

Aarya puts some of the flowers back in the vase and walks 
inside. 

AARYA
(talks while she walks) 

Safaayi bhi ho jaani chahiye. 
(MORE)
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Poonam ko bhi toh baahar bitha 
rakha hai aap logon ne.

CUTAWAY of a cop opening the mithaayi boxes and eating ladoos 
out of it. A half eaten laddoo lies in a plate on the table 
untouched. Aarya glares at him and then at Khan.

KHAN
Aapka locker kholna hai. Iss pe 
sign lagenge. 

Aarya signs the document and moves from there and walks into 
Tej’s study. 

CUTAWAY of a Choudhary looking inside. Tej’s glass cabinet 
which has stacks of old LPs. He picks them and begins to toss 
them around carelessly. Khan notices the LPs and hurriedly 
walks up.

KHAN (CONT’D)
Aye... Sambhaal ke. Kya kar rahaa 
hai?

CHOUDHARY
MP3 Player ka zamaana hai sir. Yeh 
sab kachraa hai. Puraana.

KHAN
Puraana nahin hai. Beshkeemati hai.

He picks one rare LP and beams. He tells Aarya...

KHAN (CONT’D)
Kamaal ka collection hai aapke 
husband ka. Maanana padega. Yeh... 
(Taps on the LP) toh bohot rare 
hai.

He gently place the LP back and walks back to Aarya.

KHAN (CONT’D)
Locker, Madam...

Aarya walks to the locker. Khan and Bhairon follow. She 
glares at them. They get the message and step back. She 
punches the code and opens the locker. 

As soon as she opens the locker, Bhairon Singh comes between 
her and the locker, not allowing her to access or grab 
anything thats inside. Bhairon Singh mutters a ‘sorry madam’ 
under his breath. 

Khan steps forward and begins to look inside the locker. All 
he finds is blueprints. Besides those there is nothing.

AARYA (CONT'D)
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KHAN (CONT’D)
Jaan de Madam ko. Khaali pada hai 
saala locker bhi. (to Aarya) Behen 
ki shaadi mein rold gold ke gehne 
pehne the kya? 

AARYA
Rold Gold ke bhi toh khareedne hee 
padte. Isliye kiraaye se le lee thi 
jewelry. 

As Bhairon Singh lets Aarya loose, she fixes her clothes, as 
if trying to shake off the experience.

Suddenly her eyes fall on Khan who has turned Adi’s school 
bag upside down. Figurines are strewn all over the place. 
Aarya remembers something. 

Aarya walks out of the study hurriedly and begins to walk 
upstairs, towards her bedroom. 

BHAIRON SINGH
Udhar No Entry hai Madam. Upar ki 
talaashi baaki hai abhi. Aap nahin 
jaa saktin. Please.

KHAN
Teen washroom hain ground floor pe. 
Do udhar swimming pool ke paas. Koi 
sa bhi use kar leejiye. Aapka hi 
ghar hai.

AARYA
Hospital ke liye kapde chahiye 
mujhe.

Khan stares at her. And then.

KHAN
Nazar rakhna Bhairon Singh.

Aarya and Bhairon Singh go up. She opens the cupboard and 
gets a pair of clothes for the night out. She then looks at 
Bhairon singh.

AARYA
Aapke saamne hi change kar loon? 

Bhairon singh is stumped. Aarya shuts the door before he can 
react.

INTERCUT:
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INT. AARYA’S HOUSE. AARYA’S BEDROOM/BATHROOM. NIGHT2.19B 2.19B

Inside the room, Aarya quickly reaches up to the top of the 
cupboard. It is the gun. She opens a drawer and quickly pulls 
out a keys and keeps it in her bag. 

Aarya goes to the washroom. She looks around, drops the gun 
outside from the window.

INTERCUT:

INT. AARYA’S HOUSE. AARYA BEDROOM. NIGHT.2.19C 2.19C

Khan comes running with a lady cop. 

KHAN
Baahar khadaa hai? Uske saath rehne 
ko bola tha Bhairon!

Even before waiting for the answer, Khan breaks open the door 
and enters the room with a confused lady officer trailing  
him. 

Aarya is pulling up her track pants when Khan intrudes. Khan 
rummages through her saree, petticoat and blouse that’s lying 
on the bed. And then Khan pulls Aarya’s purse and turns it 
upside down. All sorts of things tumble out - safety pins, 
tissues, sanitary pads, makeup kit, wallet. 

Khan finds the laptop under the bed, gives it to Bhairon, to 
look for any information that can be found on laptop.

Meanwhile, Aarya keeps dressing up. She pulls her jacket and 
wears it. Combs her hair and ties it with a rubber girder. 

AARYA
Kya chahiye? Lipstick? Sanitary 
napkin? 

Aarya looks at the lady cop, who steps forward. 

LADY COP 
Sir...Main kar loon?

Khan doesn’t respond. He just shoves everything back in the 
purse and hands it over to her.  

KHAN
Bedroom ki talaashi shuru karo.

Aarya gives him one last glance and walks out of the room.

CUT TO:
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EXT. AARYA’S HOUSE. BACKYARD. NIGHT.2.20 2.20

Aarya stealthily walks towards the backyard of the house. She 
looks around. All the chaos is happening at the front porch 
of the house, where Tej was shot at, and inside where Khan is 
instructing his team.  

With her cautious eyes all around, she picks up the gun from 
the spot in the backyard. She shoves the gun inside her purse 
and walks out cautiously. She walks ahead, past the servant 
quarters. And she gets into her own car.

INT./EXT. ARYA’S CAR/ROADS. NIGHT.2.21 2.21

Aarya is driving through Jaipur roads. Her stoic face’s 
reflection is seen in the rear view mirror. She looks at the 
keys she has picked up. She takes a turn.

When Aarya is going to Lakehouse, a GPS Voice will say: “To 
Lakehouse, take a left, you will be there in 200 metres”

INT. AARYA’S HOUSE. TEJ’S STUDY/LIVING ROOM. NIGHT.2.22 2.22

Khan’s search team members are coming out one by one. The 
search is over. Khan and Bhairon are the last to step out.

KHAN
Udhar Factory mein bhi kuchh nahin 
mila. Aur yahaan bhi nahin.

BHAIRON SINGH
Jabti ka saaman chadhva diya hai 
gaadi mein. Chalein sir...?

Khan stands outside frustrated having found nothing. His eyes 
go on the model kept outside. He calls out to Poonam.

Poonam who has been waiting outside by the door all along, 
gets up from the stool.

KHAN
Kya hain yeh?

POONAM
Ji, yeh doosra ghar hain bhaiya 
didi ka.

Khan’s face lights up. By now Bhairon has joined him. Khan 
looks at Bhairon Singh.
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INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. NIGHT.2.23 2.23

We see the kids sitting on the chairs, bored and exhausted. A 
Keralite nurse comes with an apparent urgency. 

NURSE
Aapka Mummy kidhar gayaa. Bulaao 
unko. Patient is trying to talk.

As the kids rush towards Tej’s room with a sense of hope, Aru 
is trying to call Aarya. She hears... The person you are 
trying to call is not available at the moment.

Aru disconnects and tries again. And this time... Jis vyakti 
se aap sampark karnaa chaahte hain voh... 

Frustrated Aru disconnects. The kids enter the room Tej is 
in.

Inside the room the Doctor gently smiles at the kids and asks 
Aru...

DOCTOR
Your mother?

ARU
She’s on her way doctor. 

Tej is now looking at Adi, as Veer looks on. He feebly tries 
to do a fist bump with Adi. Adi gently holds his father’s 
hand. Tej tries to mumble something to his son. But he is 
unable.

Veer’s eyes well up. Tej and Adi have meek smiles on their 
faces. 

Little away from Tej’s bed Aru is on the phone. This time she 
leaves a message on the Whatsapp voice note.

ARU (CONT’D)
Mamaa jaldi aao. Papa is talking to 
us.

She comes back to Tej. Tej looks at her. Aru reassures him 
and kisses Tej on his forehead. Tej smiles at her feebly.

ARU (CONT’D)
Mamma aa rahi hain, Papa.
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EXT. TEJ’S LAKE HOUSE. NIGHT.2.24 2.24

Aarya drives into the lakehouse and gets off, and walks 
swiftly towards the House. May be Tej has hidden the pen 
drive here... 

She suddenly stops in her tracks. The lock on the main door 
is broken. Aarya looks around, trying to catch some sound of 
intrusion. Aarya can see a torch light through the window. 
She quickly pulls out the gun from her purse and begins to 
walk cautiously with her Phone’s torchlight.

Heavy breathing. Cautious steps. Aarya slowly pushes the main 
door open, gun shaking in her hand, sweat droplets visible 
her face, and yet walking like a cheetah on the prowl. 

And then slowly she opens the door of a room. Pointing the 
gun ahead she has barely entered that some one pounces on her 
from the dark corner in an attempt to dislodge the gun. He 
doesn’t succeed. Aarya turns to see the face of this guy. 
Both are surprised. Turns out - it’s Jawahar... for Aarya. 
And... Aarya for Jawahar.

AARYA
Jawahar??!!

JAWAHAR
Aarya??!!

Silence for a while as both take time to recover from the 
shock and surprise. Aarya looks at Jawahar and slowly raises 
the gun at him.

AARYA
Jisko maara usi ke ghar mein chhup 
ke baitha hai??

JAWAHAR
Chalaa de phir goli. Shaq toh tu 
kar hee rahi hai mujh pe.

AARYA
Yahaan kya kar rahaa hai?

Jawahar looks at Aarya for a long second and then begins to 
sob.

JAWAHAR
Tum sab se pehle ka dost hai Tej 
mera. Jigri hai. Aur tujhe lag 
rahaa hai ki maine chalaayi Goli 
Tej pe...? Chalaayi hoti toh... 

(MORE)
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Aise teri aankh mein aankh daal ke 
baat nahi kar rahaa hota...! Neeche 
kar bandook.

AARYA
Pehle jawaab de. Jo poochh rahi 
hoon voh bataa... Why the fuck are 
you here?

JAWAHAR
Kuchh pataa karne aaya tha.

Aarya looks puzzled. Is Jawahar looking for what she’s 
looking for?

AARYA
Kya?

JAWAHAR
Yehi ke Tej ne yahaa toh na nahin 
chhupa rakhaa voh maal jiski vajeh 
se... Sangram jail mein baitha 
hai... Tej pe goli chal gayi... Aur 
mere peechhe bhoot lag gaye...

AARYA
Kaun sa maal?

JAWAHAR
Nahin bataa sakta tujhe Aarya. Tej 
ko jabaan de rakhi hai. Business ki 
kuchh baatein tujhe nahin bataane 
ki.

AARYA
Wow! Really?? Utha apnaa maal aur 
nikal yahaan se.

JAWAHAR
Yahaan bhi na hai maal. Pataa nahin 
kahaan chhupaaya Tej ne. Aur kya 
zaroorat pad gayi chhupaane ki? Tu 
yahaan kyon aayi hai? Voh bhi Tej 
ko aspataal mein chhorh ke?

AARYA
None of your fucking business. 
Leave.

JAWAHAR
Theek hai. Bas ek request karoon... 
Mera gussa Maya pe na nikaal... 
Teri bachpan ki dost hai... Jaise 
mein Tej ka hoon... 

JAWAHAR (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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Aur apne bachche ki kasam... Main 
Tej ke liye goli khaa sakta hoon, 
Lekin uspe chalaa nahin sakta kabhi 
... Na kisi se chalwaa sakta...

Jawahar leaves saying...

JAWAHAR (CONT’D)
Maya ko mat bataana... Ki main 
yahaan aaya tha.

Aarya lowers the gun as Jawahar goes away. 

She is exhausted. She looks fragile and tormented. And 
confused. She is looking at a picture of Tej with her. They 
both look so happy in this photograph from their past. She 
switches her phone on now. Her phone beeps. It’s voice 
mail... She hears Aru’s message. Tej has regained his 
consciousness. Tears in her eyes she steps out hurriedly.

CUT TO:

EXT. TEJ’S LAKE HOUSE. NIGHT.2.25 2.25

*OMITTED*

I/E. TEJ’S LAKE HOUSE. NIGHT.2.26 2.26

We see lights of the Lake house now on. We see Bhairon Singh 
looking into the house. It is all ransacked.

We see Khan waiting outside having his homeopathic medicine. 
Bhairon comes up to him. 

BHAIRON SINGH
Sir... Yahaan to pehle hee tsunami 
aa rakhi hai.

KHAN
Report banao aur niklo. Case badaa 
interesting hota ja rahaa hai, 
Bhairon.

EXT/INT. ROAD/AARYA’S CAR. NIGHT.2.27 2.27

Aarya driving. She speeds up. Eager to see her husband. She 
is excited and hopeful. 

JAWAHAR (CONT'D)
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INT. HOSPITAL. NIGHT.2.28 2.28

Adi is holding Tej’s hand as Veer stands right behind him. 
Tej is looking at Adi as he struggles to say something. 

TEJ
So... Sorry... Young man.

ADI
Papa...

Tej smiles feebly. Tej’s hand goes limp in Adi’s hand. Adi 
looks at his father’s hands and then at Veer. Shock. Fear. 

Doctor and the nurses rush in. The nurse tells the kids...

THE NURSE
Aap log baahar chaliye, please.

The kids step out worried.

DOCTOR
Nurse. CPR. NOW.

EXT. HOSPITAL DRIVEWAY. NIGHT2.28A 2.28A

Aarya drives into the hospital driveway. She practically 
throws the keys at the valet and runs inside very happy.

INT. HOSPITAL ICU. NIGHT.2.28B 2.28B

The doctor and the nurses are working on Tej. Pressing his 
chest. Trying to revive him.

INTERCUT

INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. NIGHT2.28C 2.28C

A shot of kids looking through the glass window. Veer is 
holding Adi’s hand. Aru stands there praying.

A nurse draws a curtain. 

INTERCUT

INT. HOSPITAL ICU. NIGHT2.28D 2.28D

We see the machine flat lining with a constant beep. 
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DOCTOR
Time of death... 

INTERCUT:

INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR. NIGHT2.28E 2.28E

Aarya comes running into the corridor. 

Veer and Adi run to her and break down. Aru doesn’t even look 
at her mother.  

Aarya stands there shocked, with both the boys in her arms, 
unsure of what just happened. 

The door opens. Aarya looks expectantly at the doctor. He 
shakes his head. 

DOCTOR
I’m sorry. He hemorrhaged. Is.sey 
pehle ki hum OT tak le jaate...

The doctor leaves.

INTERCUT:

INT. HOSPITAL ICU. NIGHT2.28F 2.28F

Aarya steps into the room. Her kids behind her. She walks 
towards the lifeless body of Tej. 

As kids grieve around their father’s dead body, Aarya breaks 
down caressing Tej’s face. This is the man she loved. This 
was the man she loved. 

In slow motion we see Aarya and kids grieve. Aarya takes Veer 
and Adi in her arms, and pulls Aru close too as they all 
break down. 

INT. HOSPITAL OUTSIDE ICU. NIGHT.2.29 2.29

Aarya and kids step out of the ICU. They react to the 
footsteps. From their POV we see Rajeshwari walking up 
towards them. She is carrying a Big Tiffin Basket. She 
approaches them saying...

RAJESHWARI
Bachchon ke liye khaana laayi...

She halts as she figures from their expressions what has 
happened. 
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She puts the Tiffin Basket down with trembling hands and 
opens her arms for the kids. The kids hug her crying. Aarya 
looks on.

A young nurse-on-duty walks in and hands Aarya a few papers. 
A numb Aarya continues to sign. She then hands over a packet. 
Aarya takes it from her and walks back listless to her kids, 
who are inconsolable. Tears stream down her face, but she 
doesn’t bother to wipe them. Rajeshwari hugs her.

CUT TO:

EXT. CREMATION GROUND. DAY.2.30 2.30

Tej’s body is placed on the pyre. The pandit is busy with the 
rituals with Veer. 

Veer is made to do the rounds of the pyre with an earthen pot 
matka. He throws the matka from behind his back. The pandit 
then gives him akshat, which Veer is asked to put in his 
father’s mouth. He is then asked to sprinkle ghee on the 
pyre.  

Veer is doing everything mechanically, without any expression 
on his face. Pandits chant the mantras. One of the pandits 
steps forward and hands over the torch to Veer. Veer looks at 
the torch and then at his father, who is lying on the pyre, 
eyes shut. His face twitches. He looks towards his mother. 
Aarya stands there, teary eyed, but composed. 

Daulat steps up and puts his hand on Veer’s shoulder. He 
gently takes him closer to the pyre and gestures to him to do 
the needful. Daulat then steps back. 

Veer mutters ‘Sorry Papa’ under his breath, and puts the 
torch to the pyre. As the fire begins to spread, tears roll 
down his cheeks. 

Zorawar, Daulat, Hina, Rajeshwari, family members, friends 
and relatives are around. Aarya stands there, crying.

A car comes to a halt outside visible to Aarya. Maya gets off 
from the car. 

Aarya looks at her sternly. Something in Aarya’s gaze tells 
her she is not welcome here. Maya stands there, crying alone. 
Hina looks at both of them from a distance, and cries 
silently too.

INTERCUT:
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EXT. CREMATION GROUND. DAY2.30A 2.30A

Relatives walk Veer to Aarya, who breaks down in his mother’s 
arms. 

Mother and son stand there looking at the flames soaring 
slowly.

LATER

EXT. CREMATION GROUND DAY2.30B 2.30B

Aarya is collecting bones from the ashes. Zorawar is with 
her. Daulat stands at a distance and watches. Water is being 
sprinkled on the ash. Aarya bends down to collect the ashes. 
She has a urn in her hand. Zorawar kneels down to, albeit 
with some difficulties. 

Aarya stretches her hand and helps him sit. They begin to 
collect the bone. Zorawar pours milk while Aarya washes it. 
She is also collecting the remains in an urn. 

ZORAWAR
(a beat)

Asthiyaan kahaan siraani hain? 
Prayaag ya Haridwar?

Aarya nonchalantly keeps washing the bone. 

AARYA
Lakehouse. Asthiyaan lakehouse mein 
visarjit hongi Papa. Tej ki 
favourite jagah thi. Lekin 
tabbhi... Jab pataa chal jaayega... 
Ki Tej ko kisne maara aur kyun 
maara...

ZORAWAR
Marnaa toh likha hai bete... 
Nishchit hai... Lekin kisi ke jaane 
ke baad jeena kaise hai... Khud 
nishchit karnaa padtaa hai... Khud 
likhnaa padtaa hai.

Aarya just listens. She doesn’t say a word. She gets up and 
stretches her hand again to help Zorawar rise on his feet. 
Zorawar is waiting for her response. 

AARYA
Pataa hai Papa... Ab mujhe jo bhi 
karnaa hai... Khud hee karnaa hai.
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She looks at her father welling up as she stands with the 
Urn.

EXT. AARYA’S HOUSE. DRIVEWAY. DAY 2.31 2.31

An eerie silence in Aarya’s car as Daulat parks the car in 
the driveway. Rajeshwari gets off and ushers the kids in. 
Aarya keeps sitting in her car numb.

INT/EXT. AARYA’S HOUSE. LIVING ROOM/DRIVEWAY. DAY.2.31A 2.31A

Aarya, Veer, Aru, Adi walk in. Rajeshwari stands with pot of 
water to get everyone to wash their feet before coming in.

Rajeshwari opens the door and walks in first. Other women 
relatives sit in the house. 

RAJESHWARI 
Change kar lo, paani garam kiya 
hain, main sabke liye... 

No one is listening to her. From Rajeshwari’s POV we see each 
of them go in different directions. Rajeshwari look on unable 
to help them all in this grief.

Aarya notices the half finished laddoo on the table. 

INT. AARYA'S HOUSE. POOL. DAY2.31C 2.31C

Veer walks towards Pool and throws himself into the swimming 
pool fully clothed. Daulat watches this, unable to help him 
in this grief.

INT. AARYA'S HOUSE. ARU’S BEDROOM.DAY2.31B 2.31B

Aru unlocks her room and walks in. She shuts the door. She 
finds her book and pen to write something. She is crying. She 
looks at the posters on her wall and rips them apart. She 
pulls out a box of paint and is about to paint something on 
her wall.

INT. AARYA'S HOUSE. ADITYA’S BEDROOM. DAY2.31D 2.31D

Adi walks towards his toy cabinet opens it and keeps gazing 
at them.  His face devoid of any expression. He is staring at 
the figurines. 
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Rajeshwari takes a deep sigh and walks out of the door, teary 
eyed. 

EXT. CREMATION GROUND. DAY2.32 2.32

*OMITTED*

INT. AARYA’S BEDROOM. DAY 2.33 2.33

In her room, Aarya looks at Tej’s jootha laddoo in the laddoo 
box she has carried with her. She eats it and lets her tears 
flow silently. 

Aarya opens the packet that the nurse had handed over to her. 
She takes out one thing at a time. Tej’s shoes. Then his 
shirt. Blood stains on his shirt. She breaks down while 
holding Tej's clothes. And then suddenly she feels something 
drop on her lap. She pulls the bloody clothes away from her 
face and looks down. 

A USB Stick is lying on her lap.

END OF EPISODE *
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